[The role of erythroferrone in iron metabolism: From experimental results to pathogenesis].
In case of erythropoiesis, body iron needs to increase to enable the production of new red blood cells. In the 1950s, the observation of an increased digestive iron absorption in the case of phlebotomies had led to propose the existence of an "erythroid factor", which regulate the availability of iron for erythropoiesis in this situation. The factor regulating iron stores has been identified in 2000 to be hepcidin. Recently, in 2014, a new factor was discovered, which regulates iron metabolism, independently of iron stores and responds to the increased requirements for iron after stimulation of erythropoiesis by erythropoietin. This factor has been referred to as erythroferrone. Thus, the regulation of iron stores depends on hepcidin, while the adaptation mechanisms of iron availability in case of anemia, are mediated by an erythroid factor that could be erythroferrone. This review summarizes the current knowledge on the role of erythroferrone in iron metabolism, starting from experimental results, obtained mainly on mouse models, and related to iron overload in β-thalassemia, iron disturbances during anemia of chronic diseases and chronic renal failure. These results will have to be compared with those obtained in humans, as soon as a reliable assay for human erythroferrone is available. From a clinical point of view, erythroferrone could become a useful biological marker of iron metabolism and a therapeutic target.